
 

 

Natural Stone Waiver 

Marble Specific Customer Agreement/Acknowledgement 

 

Congratulations on your stone selection. Table Designs supports your decision to work with Natural Stone, specifically 

Marble, and its subcategory names Dolomite and Calcite. Tables Designs is working hard to provide the best service to 

clients by providing slabs as close to samples as possible. Table Designs would like to recognize Natural Stone and its 

essential characteristics. Natural Stone is likely to have natural fissures, pits, bruising, scratches, and possible etching 

visible on the surface. Glues, waxes and other synthetic products are commonly used to fill Natural Stone fissures, 

cracks, and pitting. Factory fills in fissures, cracks and pitting may not be smooth to the surface and easily identifiable to 

touch. Imperfections in Natural Stone are not concerns, but common industry practice of Customer Acknowledgement. 

 

Table Designs applies Dry Treat Impregnating Sealer to all Natural Stones as an added level of stain prevention. This is 

not guaranteed to prevent stains, but is an added layer of protection to any staining liquids passing through the top 

layer of Natural Stone. Table Designs recommends sealing Natural Stone in heavy traffic areas every 6 months – 1 year.  

Applying sealer will not prevent Natural Stone from etching, (common misconception). 

 

Table Designs recommends cleaning Natural Stone with Dawn Dish Soap and Water.  Natural Stone can etch, etching is 

the removal of the resin layer known as polish on Natural Stone. Marble is known to etch when any acidic product 

comes in contact with the surface.  Due to the mineral composition of Marble products, etching can and will occur when 

certain acidic solvents, soaps, foods, wines and cleaners are used, dropped, splattered, or leaked on to the marble 

surface. It is customer’s responsibility to maintain and protect their investment.  

 

Please note everyday items such as lemons, oranges, vinegar, coffee, wine, soda and even toothpaste can quickly cause 

an etch mark in Natural Stone.  

 

Thank you for trusting in Table Designs by signing this customer agreement and acknowledgement waiver.  

 

 

Customer Signature         Date 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


